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Category field in tracker not displayed

Status
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Subject
Category field in tracker not displayed
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New
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Description
A category field in a tracker is not displayed in list view, nor in item view/edit.

Importance
7

Priority
35

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk
Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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Starting from a fresh install, I attempt to create a tracker with a category field. No categories will appear in the field (that is, the drop down box is empty) when adding a new item, regardless of which category ID is used as the parent.

Is this the same issue as this bug?

See also my forum post on this issue.

Yes. The issue began in 8.x and persists to this day (8.3). Happens with both a fresh install of 8.x, and upgrade from 7.x.

On our 15x installation this issues still persists.

I just created a show instance for this issue, I see the problem, or the confusion in this instance, and our own 15x. When you create a brand new tracker, during tracker creation, the categories do not display. The categories do display however once you save the tracker, and re-open. When the tracker is re-opened, you can then choose the categories the tracker should relate too.

This is confusing, as it appears the categories are not populating during initial tracker creation.
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